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R
esearch on the optical properties of
metallic nanostructures supporting
localized surface plasmon reso-

nances has flourished over the past de-

cade, spurred by advances in nanofabrica-

tion, nano-optical characterization, and im-

provements in full-field computational

electromagnetics. This has led to the emer-

gence of the field of nanoplasmonics.1�4

Plasmon resonances of isolated nanostruc-

tures can be tuned throughout the visible

and near-infrared part of the spectrum with

particles of simple geometrical shapes such

as disks, triangles, rods, and rings.5�7 This

wide parameter space for the creation of

optical modes with often deep subwave-

length effective mode volumes8,9 holds the

promise for nanoplasmonics to develop

into a disruptive technology for applica-

tions ranging from surface enhanced

spectroscopies10�12 to nanoshell-based can-

cer therapies.13

The richness of the optical response of

a metallic nanostructure of a given shape

depends in the first instance on its charac-

teristic size d. In the quasi-static regime with

d �� �, where � is the wavelength in the

surrounding dielectric, the nanostructure

shows mainly a dipolar-like response. How-

ever, also higher-order resonances can be

made to couple to an incident electromag-

netic field if the symmetry of the structure is

broken, allowing a mixing between other-

wise dark multipolar modes with the bright

dipolar modes.14 This has recently been ex-

ploited in a metamaterials context.15�18 An

increase in size beyond the quasi-static limit

on the other hand makes higher-order

modes directly dipole-active due to retarda-

tion effects,19,20 varying with the angle of in-

cidence of the illuminating radiation. An
even richer spectral response emerges in
more complex structures consisting of mul-
tiple metallic elements separated by nano-
scale dielectric gaps, which within the plas-
mon hybridization framework21 can be de-
composed into bonding and antibonding
type combinations of the constituent fun-
damental plasmon resonances (dipolar and
higher), leading in essence to plasmonic
molecules.

Plasmonic nanostructures therefore act
as physically realizable classical oscillator
systems on the nanoscale, which apart from
their application potential makes them
model systems for a variety of fascinating
physical processes. For example, in struc-
tures with broken symmetry, Fano reso-
nances can appear due to the interaction
of narrow dark modes with broad bright
modes. This phenomenon has been theo-
retically investigated for a variety of struc-
tures ranging from particle lattices and split-
ring-type structures to nanowire arrays and
particle dimers.15,18,22�24 For strongly
coupled systems and near-degenerate lev-
els, the asymmetric Fano line shape will
evolve into a plasmonic-induced optical
transparency of the nanostructure,25 in a
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ABSTRACT Plasmonic nanocavities consisting of the concentric arrangement of a disk and a ring sustain both

subradiant and superradiant dipolar plasmon modes with large associated field enhancements and high refractive

index sensitivities. In structures with broken symmetry, additionally a highly tunable Fano interference feature

appears, which can be explained with a simple analytical harmonic oscillator model. The spectral tunability of

these resonances from the visible to the mid-infrared is investigated, highlighting a potential for applications in

surface enhanced spectroscopies.
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classical analogue26 to the well-known phenomenon
of electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) of
atomic physics.

We have recently described a plasmonic nanostruc-
ture with a particularly high tunability, the concentric
ring/disk cavity (CRDC).27 This structure sustains both
subradiant and superradiant dipolar modes set up via
hybridization of individual disk and ring plasmons. The
subradiant mode exhibits a substantially narrower line
width and higher field enhancement than the parent
plasmons. A significant potential for surface enhanced
spectroscopies both in the visible and at the same time
in the near/mid-infrared was identified, due to a highly
tunable spectral separation of the dipolar modes. The
field enhancement is further increased when the sym-
metry of the structure is broken, and higher order mul-
tipolar modes become dipole-active. Such a noncon-
centric ring/disk cavity (NCRDC) additionally exhibits a
highly tunable Fano resonance in the extinction spec-
trum, similar to the EIT phenomenon.28

In this publication, we discuss the tunability of the
plasmon resonance spectrum of both CRDCs and
NCRDCs in detail, with a viewpoint of applications in
surface enhanced spectroscopies and localized surface
plasmon resonance (LSPR) refractive index sensing. To
this end, we quantify the attainable field enhancements
for cavities on substrates, and the refractive index sen-
sitivities, of both dipolar and Fano-type modes in the
visible, near-infrared, and mid-infrared. We further elu-
cidate the fundamental physics of this oscillator system
in a description based on plasmon hybridization.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We start our discussion with the modal properties

of the symmetric system, the CRDC. The geometry is de-
fined by four parameters as in Figure 1a: the inner and
outer diameters of the ring d1 and d2, the diameter of
the inner disk D, and cavity height H. For a finite size of
the gap between disk and ring, we hence have D � d1

� d2. No significant dependence of the extinction spec-
tra on the detailed shape of the cross section was
found, hence a simple perfect cylindrical shape is used
throughout for the modeling. For all structures pre-
sented in our discussions, the metal of choice is Au,
due to its amenability for surface functionalization with
a viewpoint to molecular sensing.

We have previously shown that the extinction spec-
trum of a CRDC in vacuum can be well explained as the
hybridization of individual disk and ring plasmons.27

The basic concept is illustrated in the extinction spec-
tra of Figure 1b for a structure with d2 � 200 nm, d1 �

100 nm, D � 80 nm, and H � 50 nm. The left and right
panels show the extinction spectra of the individual
structures, with the dipolar disk mode and the bond-
ing ring mode7 clearly visible. The intensity of the high-
energy antibonding dipolar ring resonance, character-
ized by an antisymmetric alignment of the surface

charges on the inner and outer ring walls, is as ex-

pected very weak compared to the low-energy bond-

ing ring resonance, due to its low coupling to the elec-

tromagnetic field and the influence of interband

damping. The symmetries of the modes are clearly re-

vealed in the pictures of the respective modal surface

charge distributions, shown in the inset. The center

panel shows the extinction spectrum of the combined

system with two modes set up via hybridization of indi-

vidual disk and ring dipolar plasmons, indicated with

dotted lines. The broad hybridized resonance around

2.0 eV is mainly a bonding combination of the anti-

bonding ring dipole and the disk dipole. We will refer

to this mode as the DAR mode. A small component of

bonding ring mode is also mixed in the DAR mode.

However, the down shift in energy of the DAR mode

compared to the bonding disk mode and the charge

distribution clearly demonstrate that this small bond-

ing ring component is negligible. The width of this

mode is increased compared to the widths of the indi-

vidual disk and ring plasmons, hence the DAR mode has

a superradiant character. For the structural parameters

discussed here, the width of the DAR mode is 0.38 eV,

compared to a width of 0.32 eV of the disk dipole. We

Figure 1. (a) Geometry of a concentric ring/disk cavity (outer
ring diameter d2, inner diameter d1, disk diameter D, and
height H). (b) Hybridization diagram for a Au structure in
vacuum with d2 � 200 nm, d1 � 100 nm, D � 80 nm, and H
� 50 nm obtained using FDTD simulations of the extinction
cross section of the combined cavity (center panel) and the
individual structures (left and right panel). The subradiant
(DBR) mode below 1.5 eV for the combined structure results
mainly through bonding-type hybridization of oppositely
aligned (bonding) ring and disk dipoles. The superradiant
(DAR) mode around 2.0 eV is mainly a bonding combination
of the (antibonding) ring dipole and the primitive disk
dipole.
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point out that the antibonding combination of the
disk and the antibonding dipolar ring mode is not vis-
ible in the extinction spectrum due to the strong damp-
ing at high energies.

Conversely, the mode below 1.5 eV, referred to as
the DBR mode, results from a bonding combination of
the disk dipole and the bonding-type ring dipole. The
large energy difference between the DBR and antibond-
ing ring mode and the charge distribution plot indi-
cate the hybridized DBR mode has negligible admix-
ture of the antibonding ring component. Because of the
opposite alignment of disk and ring dipole for this com-
bination, the net dipole moment of the hybridized
mode is reduced, and it is of subradiant character. In
this case, the radiative width is reduced to 0.16 eV, com-
pared to that of 0.37 eV for the bonding ring dipole.
This line narrowing, due to the decrease in radiative
damping, should result in a high field enhancement and
also a large sensitivity for changes in the refractive in-
dex of the environment.

To quantify the potential of a CRDC cavity for sur-
face enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) at visible and
near-infrared frequencies, surface enhanced infrared
absorption spectroscopy (SEIRA) in the mid-IR, and LSPR
sensing, we now quantify both the attainable field en-
hancement and frequency tunability of the DBR and
DAR resonances for cavities on a silica substrate with ε
� 2.25. While the hybridization of the individual ring
and disk plasmons in the combined cavities and the
changes in radiative width are most clearly illustrated
in the plots of extinction versus energy/frequency as in
Figure 1, we now switch to a description of the spectral
position of the resonances in terms of wavelength, in
order to aid the assessment of molecular sensing appli-
cations. We start with a quantification of the enhance-
ment of the electric field for a cavity of the same dimen-
sions as the CRDC presented in Figure 1. The extinction
spectrum is shown in Figure 2a, and the electric field
distribution of both the DAR and the DBR modes in vari-
ous cut-planes in panels b and c, respectively. As ex-
pected, both modes show a slight redshift compared
to the vacuum case, due to the fact that parts of the
mode energies now reside in the higher permittivity
substrate. Both the DAR and the DBR mode show large
field enhancements in the 10 nm circular gap between
the disk and the ring, due to the high spatial squeez-
ing of the mode, akin to metal/insulator/metal
waveguides.29 We point out that the field enhance-
ment is significantly higher than that of both individual
disks and rings even for larger gap sizes than those pre-
sented here.27

The large field enhancements and spectral separa-
tion between the DAR and DBR modes suggests the po-
tential usage of a CRDC as a multisensing platform,
where both resonances overlap with excitation laser
lines for SERS, and possibly also for SEIRA, if the DBR
mode can be made to redshift further toward the mid-

infrared for practically realizable structures. We now

analyze this possibility in both Figures 3 and 4. The shift-

ing of the two dipolar resonances with changes in the

geometric parameters d2, d1, and D is most intuitively

Figure 2. (a) Extinction spectrum of a Au CRDC of same di-
mensions as in Figure 1 but on a silica substrate (� � 2.25).
The DAR and DBR hybridized modes fall into the visible (679
nm) and near-infrared (1001 nm) part of the spectrum. (b)
Electric field enhancement for the DAR mode in cut-planes
through the symmetry axis of the system (top), and cross
sections at medium height H/2 (lower left), and at the sub-
strate interface (lower right). (c) Ditto for the DBR mode. The
maximum field enhancement is indicated above each plot.

Figure 3. Structural tunability of DAR and DBR modes for a
Au CRDC with H � 50 nm on silica. (a) Ring fixed with d1 �
100 nm, d2 � 200 nm, and varying disk diameter D � 80 nm
(solid black), 60 nm (dashed red), and 40 nm (dash-dotted
blue). (b) Disk and outer ring diameter fixed with D � 80 nm,
d2 � 200 nm, and varying inner ring diameter d1 � 100 nm
(black), 120 nm (dashed red), and 140 nm (dash-dotted
blue).
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understood for the case of fixed ring geometry and

varying disk diameter D, shown in Figure 3a for d1 �

100 nm and d2 � 200 nm. A widening of the gap due

to a decrease in disk diameter from D � 80 nm (solid

black curve) to 60 nm (dashed red curve) and finally 40

nm (dash-dotted blue curve) results in a blueshift of

both DAR and DBR modes and a diminishing of their

superradiant and subradiant characters, respectively, as

expected owing to the decrease in interaction strengths

and hence hybridization between the individual disk

and ring plasmons. For fixed disk and outer ring diam-

eter, but varying inner ring diameter, the strong depen-

dence of the dipolar ring plasmons on ring width d2 �

d1
7 has to be taken into account. The redshift of the

bonding dipolar ring mode, and the blue shift of the an-

tibonding dipolar ring mode, for increasing d1 com-

petes with the spectral shifts induced by the diminish-

ing hybridization between disk and ring modes. For a

structure with D � 80 nm and d2 � 200 nm, the net re-

sult for an increase of d1 from 100 nm (black curve) to

120 nm (dashed red curve) and 140 nm (dash-dotted

blue curve) results in a redshift of the DBR and a blue-

shift of the DAR mode, as shown in Figure 3b. Increas-

ing the parameter space for variations in d1 and D while

keeping the outer diameter fixed to d2 � 200 nm, it

can be shown that the whole spectral region between

600 and 1200 nm, relevant for SERS, is accessible for the

DAR and DBR resonances. It is illuminating to note

that for rings of smaller widths, the DBR mode shows

significant shifts further out toward the mid-infrared,

while the DAR mode, mainly composed of the dipolar

disk resonance for larger gaps, stays within the visible

frequency window, as shown in the extinction spectra

of Figure 4a for a number of examples. An increase the

total size of the structure (Figure 4a, bottom curve) fur-

ther allows for the DBR resonance to move to mid-

infrared frequencies due to retardation effects, making

therefore also the local enhancement of radiation in this

spectral window possible, for applications in SEIRA.

The broad DAR resonance spanning parts of the visible

and near-IR regime and the sharp DBR resonance in the

mid-IR of the ring/disk cavity make this structure a

strong candidate as a common substrate for SERS and

SEIRA. Figure 4 panels b�e are showing the electric

field enhancement on the interface surface between

the CRDC and the dielectric substrate for the bottom

two structures in Figure 4a.

The enhancement of the electric field can be fur-

ther increased by breaking the symmetry of the sys-

tem, which we will now analyze for a NCRDC with a dis-

placement of the disk center by � in relation to the

center of the ring. A first example is shown in Figure 5,

which similar to Figure 2 shows both extinction spec-

tra and the distribution of the electric field in various

Figure 4. (a) Tunability of the CRDC through the near-
infrared and toward the mid-infrared; panels b�e show the
electric field enhancement at the substrate interface: (b) the
DAR (� � 755 nm) and (c) DBR (� � 2101 nm) modes of the
4th system in panel a; (d) the DAR (� � 2266 nm) and (e) the
DBR (� � 3620 nm) resonances for the 5th system in panel
a. The maximum value of the field enhancement is shown on
top of each plot.

Figure 5. (a) Extinction cross section for a CRDC (dashed
line) and NCRDC (solid line) Au cavity on a silica substrate
(H � 75 nm, d2 � 540 nm, d1 �480 nm, D � 390 nm, offset
of 30 nm between disk and ring center for NCRDC). For the
CRDC, panels b and c show electric field enhancements for
the DAR and DBR modes at 1372 and 2644 nm, respectively.
For the NCRDC, panels d and e show electric field enhance-
ments for the Fano resonance and the DBR mode at 1431
and 2748 nm, respectively. Each of these four panels show
cut-planes through the symmetry axis of the system (top),
the cross sections through the middle at H/2 (lower left), and
at the substrate interface (lower right).
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cut-planes, for a Au NCRDC on silica with d2 � 540 nm,
d1 � 480 nm, D � 390 nm, H � 75 nm, and � � 30 nm.
The concentric system exhibits the subradiant DBR
mode at a wavelength of 2644 nm and the superradi-
ant DAR mode at 1372 nm, respectively, as shown in the
extinction spectrum (Figure 5a, dotted curve). The asso-
ciated field distributions and maximum field enhance-
ments for both modes are shown in panels b and c, with
maximum field enhancements of 21 for the DAR and
61 for the DBR, respectively. For the symmetry-broken
system (solid curve in panel a), both modes show a
slight redshift, and additionally a Fano-type asymmet-
ric interference profile appears within the broad DAR
mode, due to the overlap with a narrow quadrupolar
ring resonance (QR), as will be discussed further. As can
be intuitively expected, the maximum enhancement of
the electric field increases with respect to the concen-
tric system, at the position of decreased gap size, as
shown in panels d and e for the Fano resonance (35)
and the DBR mode (81).

We now shift our focus to an analysis of the Fano-
type interference phenomenon, in terms of its spectral
tunability, attainable field enhancement, and refractive
index sensitivity. As mentioned above, it results from
the overlap of the broad DAR mode with a narrow QR
mode,28 which is clearly shown using a hybridization
diagram akin to Figure 1b, but now for a symmetry-
broken NCRDC. This is presented in Figure 6, for a cav-
ity with the same geometric parameters as that of Fig-
ure 5. To reveal the QR mode for the individual ring
cavity, the extinction spectra are shown both for illumi-
nation under normal incidence (solid curves), and un-
der grazing incidence (dotted curves), which reveal
higher-order modes of symmetric structures due to re-
tardation effects.20 The symmetries of the modes are
clearly revealed in the insets showing the associated

surface charge distributions. For the NCRDC (middle

panel), the overlap of the broad DAR mode with the

sharper QR mode of the ring around 0.9 eV satisfies the

conditions for EIT, which leads to the appearance of

the QR as a narrow asymmetric Fano line shape in the

broad continuum of the DAR. This phenomenon gener-

ally occurs in classical oscillator systems with a disper-

sive coupling of a bright, broad continuum-like mode

and a sharper, dark mode.26 Our interpretation is

backed up by the charge distributions obtained at the

respective features of DBR, DAR, and bonding QR

resonances.

Apart from creating an offset � between the respec-

tive centers of the disk and the ring, symmetry-breaking

can also be achieved via an asymmetry in the width of

the ring, achieved via an offset between the centers of

the circles outlining the inner and outer ring surfaces.

Representative examples are shown in Figure 7, which

show extinction spectra both for a CRDC with the same

geometric parameters as that described in Figure 5

(dotted curves), and for two distinct NCRDCs. In panel

a, the centers of the rings outlining the inner and outer

ring surfaces show an offset of 30 nm, while in panel b

this offset is 15 nm, with an additional disk offset � � 45

nm. The insets show the respective electric field distri-

butions both at the position of the Fano resonance and

Figure 6. Hybridization diagram for the NCRDC in Figure 5.
The solid lines correspond to extinction cross sections ob-
tained for normal incidence, and the dashed lines for those
obtained using illumination under grazing incidence angle.
For the individual disk (left) and ring (right), charge distribu-
tions at the resonance frequencies of the dipolar and qua-
drupolar mode are plotted under grazing incidence illumina-
tion. The center panel shows the extinction spectra of the
combined structures, and the charge distributions show the
DAR, DBR, and bonding quadrupolar mode obtained under
normal incidence illumination.

Figure 7. Structural tunability of the Fano resonance. The
dashed lines show extinction spectra for a CRDC on silica
with d2 � 540 nm, d1 � 480 nm, D � 390 nm, and H � 75
nm. The solid lines show extinction spectra for the NCRDC,
with the associated field distributions at the Fano and DBR
resonances at the substrate interface. In panel a, the center
of the circle outlining the inner surface of the ring is offset by
30 nm compared to that of the outer surface. In panel b,
this offset is 15 nm, and additionally the center of the disk
is offset by 45 nm.
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the DBR. Using various combinations of these two geo-

metric variations to break symmetry, it is clear that the

spectral position of the Fano resonance can be tuned

throughout the near-infrared spectral region, with asso-

ciated substantial field enhancements (shown in the in-

sets).

The higher order modes responsible for the Fano-

type interference phenomena in symmetry-broken

structures are of course also relevant for a CRDC illu-

minated at an angle. In this case, higher-order

modes are directly excited due to retardation ef-

fects, akin to those previously described for single

rings.20 Because of the finite speed of light, when a

wave hits the structure from the side, only part of it

is polarized, and the instantaneous polarization of

surface charges can be expanded as a superposition

of multipolar resonances. This leads to the excita-

tion of the multipolar plasmon resonances of a disk/

ring cavity without breaking the geometrical sym-

metry. We mention this fact as these higher order

modes also show a significant field enhancement, as

shown in Figure 8 for the CRDC described previ-

ously in Figure 5. In the inset of panel a, we define

the incident angle � as the angle between incident

direction and the axis of the CRDC. The polarization
is always perpendicular to the axis of the structure.
For normal incident angle � � 0°, just as shown be-
fore, two characteristic resonances, a low energy
sharp DBR mode and a high energy broad DAR mode
appears in the spectrum. As � increased to 45° (b),
sharper features appear within the broad DAR reso-
nance. The insets depicting electric field enhance-
ment contour plots reveal these features as bond-
ing multipolar resonances of the ring-disk cavity,
with maximum field enhancements on the order of
30 for this specific set of geometrical parameters. As
� increases to 90° (c), that is, grazing incidence, sev-
eral modes of higher multipolar orders are clearly
visible in the extinction spectrum. It is interesting to
note that the maximum enhancement of the elec-
tric field increases with increasing illumination angle
for the multipolar modes, but decreases for the DBR,
due to its dipolar nature. This can be intuitively un-
derstood by decomposing the excitation pulse
charge distribution into a set of multipolar orders,
noting that the overlap with a dipolar charge distri-
bution decreases as the illumination direction moves
from normal to grazing incidence. The large electric
field enhancements for the multipolar bonding
modes at visible frequencies and the DBR reso-
nance in the mid-IR suggest that the concentric ring-
disk cavity can be utilized as a common substrate
for SERS and SEIRA particularly well with angular in-
cidence illumination, that is, highly focused beams.

We now turn to a more quantitative description of
the Fano interference phenomenon using an analytic
model for the absolute value of the polarizabilities of
our cavity structures. Recent studies have shown that
the amplitude of transmission or reflection of a plas-
monic lattice can be well described by a Fano-type line
shape.23,30 In the following, we demonstrate that the ab-
solute value of the polarizabilities |�| of disk, ring, and
CRDC can also be expressed using a Fano interference
model. To this end, we first obtain the normalized
charge distribution �(x� , 	) by evaluating the diver-
gence of the normalized electric field E�(x� , 	)/E0(	),
which is acquired from a Fourier transformation of
E(x� , t) in our FDTD simulations. Then the polarizability
�� is calculated via a volume integration
�� (	) �
x� �(x� , 	) d3x. Figure 9 shows plots for |�| as a
function of energy. The black curves in panels (a�c)
are the FDTD calculated polarizabilities |�| for a disk, a
ring, and a CRDC, respectively, with geometrical param-
eters H � 50 nm, D � 130 nm, d2 � 200 nm, and d1 �

150 nm. The DAR and DBR modes are clearly visible.
The calculated polarizabilities may now be fitted

with an analytical Fano interference model:

|R|(ω) ) ar -∑
j

bjΓje
i�j

ω-ωj + iΓj
(1)

Figure 8. Extinction spectra of a CRDC on a silica substrate
for different incident angles � � 0° (a), 45° (b), and 90° (c) as
defined in the inset. The geometric parameters of the sys-
tem are d2 � 540 nm, d1 � 480 nm, D � 390 nm, and H � 75
nm. The local electric field enhancement along the sub-
strate interface are plotted at the resonance frequencies.
For panel a, field enhancements are shown for the DBR (2645
nm) and DAR (1372 nm). For panels b and c, the field en-
hancements are for dipolar (2645 nm), quadrupolar (1411
nm), and octupolar (1008 nm) resonances. Maximum values
are shown on top of each plot.
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where ar is the constant amplitude of the background,

bj and �j specify the amplitudes and the phases of each

plasmon eigenmode, and 	j and �j represent their reso-

nance energies and linewidths. For the individual disk

and the ring shown in Figure 9a,b, the polarizabilities |�|

can be described by a single plasmon mode, neglect-

ing the low-intensity antibonding ring mode. The fits

are almost indistinguishable from the FDTD results. For

the CRDC shown in Figure 9c, two modes representing

the DBR and DAR have to be used in eq 1 and are shown

with the blue-dash�dotted lines. Also in this case, a

very good agreement with the FDTD results is obtained.

The line width of the DBR mode of 0.0425 eV is signifi-

cantly reduced from that of the ring (0.1139 eV), charac-

teristic of its subradiant nature. Conversely the DAR

mode shows an increased line width of 0.2575 eV.

For the NCRDC, symmetry breaking enables direct

excitation of the QR mode. To account for this, an addi-

tional mode is included in the interference model eq

1. Figure 10a compares the FDTD polarizability with a

3-pole Fano model eq (1) with parameters described in

the caption. As for the concentric system in Figure 9, an

excellent fit is obtained. The contributions from the in-

dividual resonances are shown by the blue dash-dotted
lines. The microscopic nature of the three relevant
modes is further corroborated via their surface charge
distributions as plotted in the inset. The overlap of the
spectrally sharper QR with the continuum of the DAR
mode is clearly visible.

The plasmonic Fano interference phenomenon can
also be modeled using a spring-mass model devel-
oped by Alzar and co-workers.26 A fit to the FDTD ex-
tinction spectrum is shown in Figure 10b (dashed red
curve), using the same plasmon mode energies 	i and
damping factors �i as used for the polarizability fit in
Figure 10a. The excellent agreement with the FDTD re-
sults obtained using this mechanical model is
noteworthy.

We finish this discussion with a glimpse of the wide
amount of spectral tunability of the Fano interference
feature as the coupling conditions between the three
resonance channels DAR, DBR, and QR, are varied,
achieved via changes in the respective geometrical pa-

Figure 9. Polarizability of disk, ring, and their combinations.
Black solid lines are calculated from FDTD, and red dashed
lines are the analytical Fano interference model described in
the main text: (a) polarizability for gold disk in vacuum with
D � 130 nm, H � 50 nm. The parameters are: ar � 0.0011,
b1 � 0.0050, �1 � 0.1784 eV, �1 � 2.1072 eV. (b) Polarizabil-
ity of a gold ring with d2 � 200 nm, d1 � 150 nm, H � 50
nm. The fitting parameters are ar � 0.0021, b1 � 0.0247, �1

� 0.1139 eV, �1 � 1.2992 eV. (c) Polarizability for the con-
centric combination of above two. Dot�dashed blue lines
are the plot of individual poles. The parameters are ar �
0.0023, b1 � 0.0093, �1 � 0.2575 eV, �1 � 1.9432 eV, �1 �
0°, b2 � 0.0198, �2 � 0.0425 eV, �2 � 0.951 eV, �2 � 36.5°.

Figure 10. (a) Fitting of the absolute value of the polariz-
ability of a NCRDC in vacuum (d2 �540 nm, d1 � 480 nm, D
� 390 nm, H � 75 nm, and 	 � 30 nm): FDTD (black) and
3-pole Fano model (red dashed). The parameters are ar �
�0.0026, b1 � 0.0192, �1 � 0.061 eV, �1 � 0.9259 eV, �1 �
0°, b2 � 0.0135, �2 � 0.4124 eV, �2 � 1.0306 eV, �2 � 211°,
b3 � 0.0316, �3 � 0.0289 eV, �3 � 0.5038 eV, �3 � 263°.
Blue dot�dashed lines are the individual modes. Insets are
the charge distribution of each mode: DAR (� � 1210 nm),
quadrupole (� � 1340 nm), DBR (� � 2470 nm). (b) Fitting of
the FDTD extinction spectrum (black) using the Alzar model
(red dashed) using the same mode energies �i, and damping
factors �i. The coupling coefficient between the superradi-
ant mode and quadrupolar is 0.15, and the force applied on
the superradiant and subradiant mode is 2.5 and 1.0.
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rameters of the disk and ring forming a NCRDC.
Figure 11 shows a number of representative ex-
amples outlining how changes in �, H, d1, d2, and
finally D affect the extinction spectra.

Lastly, we examine the sensitivity of the plas-
mon resonance spectrum of both the CRDC and
NCRDC to changes in the refractive index in the
gap region between disk and ring, where small
molecules are expected to concentrate because
of strong gradient forces induced by plasmons. As
the hybridization between the individual disk
and ring modes, and the Fano interference phe-
nomenon, are likely to be strongly affected by mo-
lecular screening, a high LSPR sensitivity of the re-
spective spectral features, expressed either in nm/
RIU or the figure of merit (FOM) introduced by van
Duyne and co-workers,31 can be expected. As
shown in Figure 12, significant redshifts of the
DBR, DAR, and Fano-feature occur for CRDCs and
NCRDCs, respectively, if either the whole gap re-
gion or only a part is filled with a dielectric me-
dium. The LSPR shifts of the DBR mode for CRDC
are respectively 97 nm/RIU and 357 nm/RIU for a
partial and complete dielectric filling cavity. The
corresponding FOMs are 0.73 and 2.2 for partial
and complete filling. For the DBR mode of the
NCRDC the LSPR shifts are 331 nm/RIU for partial
filling and 1116 nm/RIU for complete dielectric fill-
ing of the cavity. The the fwhm for the DBR in
the NCRDC is 0.0669 eV, giving FOMs of 0.72 for

a partially filled cavity and 1.9 for a completely filled

cavity. As defined in previous work,28 the fwhm for the

Fano resonance in the NCRDC is 0.072 eV. The corre-

sponding LSPR shift and FOM are 129 nm/RIU and 0.95

for partially filled cavity, and 534 nm/RIU and 3.2 for a

completely filled cavity. Even larger LSPR shifts and

FOMs can be obtained for a better optimized NCRDC.28

It is noteworthy to point out that only partially filling

the gap of the CRDC (Figure 12a) also leads to the ap-

pearance of a Fano-interference feature due to the as-

sociated break in symmetry. Rather than a mere shift of

the extinction DAR extinction peak, this drastic change

in line shape might be very amendable for LSPR sensing

purposes.

All the above studies are conducted in air environ-

ment. We also examine the situation when the struc-

ture is submersed in water which is how some LSPR ap-

plications are performed. In an aquous environment,

the spectra are slightly red-shifted and the LSPR shifts

are reduced slightly. No qualitatively changes are found

when the surrounding medium is varied from air to wa-

ter. Lastly we point out that spectral shifts of similar

magnitudes were found for refractive index changes oc-

curring in a nanometric layer covering the whole struc-

ture, rather than the spatially smaller gap region. For

the CRDC, as expected such homogeneous coverage

Figure 11. Structural tunability of Fano resonances. The dotted lines are the
extinction spectrum of a NCRDC on silica with d2 � 540 nm, d1 � 480 nm, D �
390 nm, H � 75 nm, and 	 � 30 nm. The red lines are the extinction spectra re-
sulting from a change of the structural parameters: (a) 	 � 15 nm, (b) H � 36
nm, (c) d1 � 510 nm, (d) d2 � 600 nm, (e) d1 � 540 nm and d2 � 600 nm, and (f)
D � 360 nm.

Figure 12. Refractive index sensitivity for concentric and nonconcentric
ring/disk cavity. Panels a and b are for a CRDC on silica substrate with d2

� 200 nm, d1 � 140 nm, D � 100 nm, H � 50 nm. Panels c and d are for a
NCRDC on silica substrate with d2 � 540 nm, d1 � 480 nm, D � 390 nm,
H � 75 nm, 	 � 30 nm: (a, c) partial dielectric filling of the cavity; (b, d)
complete filling. As shown in the schematics in each subplot, yellow rep-
resents gold, gray is for dielectrics, and white is for vacuum. The dielectric
permittivities are � � 1 (black), � � 2.25 (red dotted), and � � 4 (blue
dash�dotted).
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did not induce a Fano resonance, as no symmetry
breaking occurs.

CONCLUSIONS
Concentric and nonconcentric plasmonic ring/

disk nanocavities constitute a rewarding physical
implementation of classical oscillator systems exhib-
iting subradiant and superradiant plasmon reso-
nances. In systems with broken symmetry, addi-
tional Fano-type interference phenomena appear

due to interactions of higher order modes with the

broad dipolar continuum. The high amount of field

localization and associated enhancement in the

nanogap region inside the cavity result in an excep-

tionally high sensitivity of the resonant features with

local refractive index, which together with the large

amount of spectral tunability from the visible to the

mid-infrared makes these cavities a promising plat-

form for surface enhanced molecular sensing.

METHODS
All spectra presented in this publication are calculated us-

ing the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method.32,33 The di-
electric response of Au is modeled using a 4 Lorentzian term fit
to the experimentally measured permittivity,34,35 and the indi-
vidual cavity structures are illuminated with a plane-wave pulse.
Extinction spectra are then obtained via integration of the power
flow over the computational boundaries and an appropriate
near- to far-field transform.33
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